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i I . 
CONDENSATION OF A SATURATED TURBULENT VAPOR JET ONTO A COCURRENT . 
·' 
' 
SUBCOOLED TURBULENT LIQUID JET 
- Heinz Jaster 
• 
I. ABSTRACT ) 
' 
An analytical study-of the interaction region between 
turbulent jets of a subcooled liquid and its saturated vapor 
i_s presented. The geometry is plane; the jets are co-flowing. The shear stress is treated according to Prandtl 1 s old theory ,,.-~-
of turbulence . 
The solution predicts: 
'\ 
a} the boundary layer thickness of ~he liquid'and of 
.. 
the vapor 
. ; . 
b) the velocity distribution in the interaction region 
c)· the Stanton Number 
• 
d) .the interfacial friction factor 
t 
,, .. as functions of density ratio. Velocity ratio and Cpt:.Ts/hfg 
. . 
.. ., . ; 
-- e-· 
. - ,· ... 
": .. ,-
~ .!'. 
~-.... .... . ·. 
I only. l I : 
' . 
' 
'. • I \ ' I • Numerical solutions~are given .in tabular and graphical form. 
• 
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An analytical study of the interaction region between 
turbulent jets of a subcooled liquid and its saturated vapor 
is presented. The geometry is plane; the jets are co-flowing. 
The shear stres·s is treated according to Prandtl 's old theory 
of turbulence. 
.. \ .: '- . 
.. 
I 
The solution predicts: :-..·. •. 
a) the boundary layer thickness of the liquid and of 
the vapor 
b) the velocity distribution in the interaction region 
c) the Stanton Number 
d) the interfacial friction factor 























Shown in Figure 1 is a.simple sketch of the system under 
consideration . 
A thin wall initially separates two parallel streams of 
turbulent fluids. The upper stream is a saturated vapor with 
free stream velocity uv; the lower s~ream is the subcooled 
liquid of the same fluid with free stream temperature T1 and 
:free stream velocity u1 . As the streams come into contact, 
- the vapor condenses onto the liquid due to differences in tem-
. perature and velocity. The rate of heat transfer 1s to be 
determined. 
The regions above $v and below $1 represent uniform flow 
regimes for the vapor and its liquid respectively. The line $; defines the interfa~e between the phases. The regions be-
tween $i and $ 1 and between ty and +1 depict the boundary 
layer zones of the liquid and its vapor respectively. 
Many practical devices e~is~ in which a turbulent vapor I 
stream is in contact with a subcooled turbulent liquid jet 
and subsequently condenses onto the surface of the liquid. 
Due to the turbulent motion of the fluids, it is possible to 
attain condensation rates which greatly surpass even those re-
.ported for film condensation processes. These very large con-
densation rates make this configuration desirable for use in 
1 direct contact condensers, condensing two-phase jet pumps. 
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III. ANALYSIS 
l. The Boundary Layer Momentum Equation 
The analysis is to be restricted to velocities low enough 
to make y,apor compressibility effects negligible. Further-
more, only the case uv > ui will be treated. The analysis 
ca n ea s i l y b e e.x t en d e d to th e ca s e u v / u i < 1 ,. a s u b j e c t w h i ch 
will be further explored in the discussion on Prandt1 's theory 
of turbulent shear,. and in Appendix E • 
• 
The ~~momentum boundary layer equation for steady, incom-
pressible.isobaric, two-dimensional flow can be stated as 
• 
1 
u au+ v au= l a,xy 
ax ay p ay 
' ( 1 ) 
where u and v are the time averaged x and y-components of ve-
locity respectively, pis the fluid density and 'xy• the shear 
stress acting on the fluid in the x-direction. 
Prandtl gives the relationship 
., 
.,., -
PL 2 au 
• xy = ay lau ay .. ( 2) 
where Lis the turbulent mixing length. 
Abramovich [l] conducted studies which showed that con-
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(3) 
where u0 is the velocity of the undisturbed jet and g~s some 
function. 
-
To account for the similarity of the velocity distribu-
tion,. the mixing length must vary linearly with distance, 
that is .• . 
• 
L = bx 
... (4) 
where bis a constant. Therefore, 
aT _, a [ 2 2 a2u] ay - ~ ay pb x ay2 \ '. '-= + 2pb2x2 au a2u 
- , ay ay 2 (5) 
where the positive sign applies to positive velocity gradi-
ents and the negative sign to negative velocity gradients. 
For the co-0rdinate system chosen in Figure 1 and for uv > u
1
• 
the positive sign is to be used. 





If,= y/ax is chosen as an alternate coordinate for y. then 
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Defining a function F(~) by 
• 
= r{4>) 
and defining the stream function~ by 
u = av, 
ay I V .. = - ti ax ' 












Substituting equations (4), (5), (6) ," (11) and (12) f nto 
(1) and transforming coordinates. the momentum boundary 
layer equation becomes 
F 11 '(<1>) + F{ct>) = 0 • (13) 
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' 
/ 
Various investigators have made measurements to deter-
i 
mine the constant a for submerged jets. Abramovich [l], 
comparing his analytical ~work to experimental data by Albert-
son et al [2], gives a= 0.09. Kuethe [5] gives a• 0.0875. 
Goertler [4] found a= 0.098. The fluid for all of the 
\ 
above experiments was air. ~ 
' 
• 
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2. Boundary Conditions and Comeat1bil1ty Equations 
\ 
The system under consideration has two flow regimes. 
Let the liquid velocity be defined by u = u1 F'(•), and the 
vapor velocity by u = uvG'(•), where G(•) is an analogous 
function to F($). We obtain: 
. 
u - u F' -
.R, 
V ·- uia{$F 1 





• . I \. i 






where the function Fis for the li~uid region and G for the 
vapor region. 
' 
To solve for the constants of integration and the magni-
tudes of •v• •t and•,, nine conditions must be imposed., 
• Along ~1 , the x-component of velocity 1s equal to the 




















_,~ ... _, '-. -· . -· -- -- --~ 
F' (<1>1) = 1 •• •: 
(21) 
They-component of velocity equals zero at the edge of 











= F"(ct,) = 0 ax 1 
(23) 
At the edge of the vapor boundary layer the velocity 1s 
equal to the vapor free stream velocity: 
I 
, u(ipv) = uvG • (ipv) = uv "' •. 
G' (cl>v) = l • -
(24) 















auj· = uv 
- G11 (4> ) • 0 
ay 'v . ax v 
G11 (4> ) = 0 • V (25) 
Let us now develop the matching conditions at the inter-
face c,i). 
.. 
Considering conservation of mass for the contro1 vo1ume 




mx = + J p R., u dy 
Ya, 
• Yv Yv 
f PyUdy + f 







where mis the rate of mass condensation per unit area, it 
is assumed to be constant with x. 
· After a coordinate transformation. the above equations 
reduce to: 
cf> i 




























with, the aid o.f equations (22) and (24). Therefore: 
(29) 
• 
· Consider an energy balance around the control volume in-
' .!-
.. : ... ~ 11 .. 
... 
dicated in Figure 3, neglecting the effects of changes in 
'-( 
potential and kinetic energies. Let: 
... 
.. 
hf - enthalpy of the liquid - ho + C (T-T} - p 0 I. 
.. ·. h· - enthalpy at reference temperature To 
-0 
.... 
hv - enthalpy of the saturated vapor -
• 
- hfg + ho + Cp(Tv-T0 ) --
T v , = temperature of the vapor 
hfg = latent heat 
CP = constant pressure specific heat of the liquid 




















To solve the second integral on the right side of equation 
(30), we need to know the temperature distribution within 
• the liquid boundary layer. 
Let us assume that the temperature varies linearly with 
$ and furthermore~ that the momentum boundary layer has the 
same thickness as the temperature boundary layer. 
The first of these assumptions is a fair approximation 
to measurements made by Abramovich [l] and by Reichardt (11]. 
The second assumption seems reasonable for uv/u 1 large, since 
turbulent mixing should dominate the conduction mechanism. 
However,_for uv/u 1 near one, the momentum boundary layer 
thickness tends toward zero, while a finite temperature 
boundary layer will be sustained by conduction. So, if we 
restrict the application of the analysis to uv/ut > l t we can 
• write: 
T-T <t> - 4> 1 1 
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w_here Yiis the temperature of the liquid at the interface. 
Making the necessary y-, transformations and applying 
equations (13), (22), (23), (24) and (29) we arrive at 
.. 
F"(cp.) = 
l (cp.-cp) , R, (32) 
' 
To exploit the last conservation law at our dis~osa1, 
consider the co.ntrol volume indicated in Figure 4 for pur-





+ f p 1 u2 dy (33) • Y1 
By equation {13), 
F'2 
= d (FF') +ld (F")2 • dcp 2 dcp (34) 
Using this result as well as equations (21), (23), (24), ) 
















- . , - --~-·- .. --- -- -··--- - ·-~-·-·· 
• 
pi uf 1 
+ ( F ( 4> . ) F' ( 4> . ) + -z- F " 2 { 4> • ) ) = 0 • ( 35) Py U~ l l J 
One more condition is to be imposed to make the system 
\\ determinate. 
·-
. • .. 
·._."' 
• 
At the interface (• 1), the tangential shear stress on 
the vapor side is equal to the shear stress on the liquid 
side. 
• 
If the angle between the interface and the x-axis is 






. l [F"{q,.)]2 1 • (36) 




which is equivalent to the statement: 
u(cp.) 






r.:r i'~' .;;;-"'I .: 













For the sake of completeness let us discuss alternate 
boundary conditions. The possibility of setting higher order 
derivatives of u equal to: zero along the liquid boundary 
layer edge was explored. The condition 
• • 
.• \ .. '-
results in F 111 (cp 1 ) = 0, which implies (by equation (13)) that 
F(cp R.) = 0. But if F(cp R.) = 0 then, by equation (1 O )_, 9 i be-
comes a streamline - an impossible condition. Setting 
d3uj 
= 0 dy3 
. 4> 
1 
results • F""(cp ) 1n 1 




0 which, • by equation ( 13), 1ap11es aga1n 
u1 F
1 (cp), • o . 1 • e. , u1 ~ -
Still higher derivatives will result in repetitions of 
the above inconsistencies. 
• 
The system can now be solved: nine equations exist to 
determine the nin~ unknowns. For the sake of convenience. 
the conditions will here be restated: 
• 
(21) 




















. F .. c , l = a· 
1 




u R, G (cf>;) 
Py .. UV 
; ' 
2 [G" (<P. )] l 
• 












































' . l • 
·,1 
?-1 fl ~ 
'-:; ~-
.. · .. ,. 
f 
I. 
•-·- ~--- '"" . ., -- . 
.. ····--·~--,,_,._. 
\ 
. I f 
... 
3. Solution 
Conditions (21), (22) and (23) will be used to solve for 
the constants of integration of equation (17). The applica-
tion of equations (24), (25) and (29) will give us the con-
stants of_ equation (20). Let: 
.. 
a = 
- 4> R, , 
B - <l>v <I> '14>y - 4>y - 4> • - ,. l (38) 
• 
d fl '14> V -fJ.;v/2 y - <I> <I> • - (e + 2e ·- - -' 2 l 
• 
Then, after some trigonometric and algebraic manipula-
tions, we reach· 
F ( 4>) 
F' (cp) l -4> n N -a 
= 3 e 
• 
F" (cp) 















.. . ~' 





G ( 4>) l [ '3 Po u n B B/2 /3 
= ,i7 ~~ N N F{~ 1.)(e + 2e- cos z-s) 2a Py UV 
+ e'8-YY 2 [sin {3 (B+y) - fl cos {3 (B+y)J 
•• 
+ 2e-( 2 B+y)/ 2 sin fr + e~+ly}'2 (13 cos ~B 
. 13 ) ] 
- s 1 n. 2 a 
G' {4>) 
• 
. · + 13 cos {3 (B+y)] + e-( 2 a+y)/ 2 (./J cos ~y 
• 
+ • 13 ) + eer+ 13Y2 ( 13 cos 1313 s1n 2 y 





f a)J + • sin 
. 
' + 13 sin {3a)) + e~:-Y1 2[-/3 cos {3 (s+y) 
• I 
+ sin {3 (B+y)] + e-(ls+y)/Z(/3 cos {3r 













At+=+· these expressions reduce to: l 
F(<t>;) = 
• 
+ 13 sin f A+ .e.] 
l-q, -~, 6,1/2 
F'(+ 1) = ~ .e. e .e. + j [(+.e.+2)cos {3" A+ 1 
- l3 + Si n l3 A' ] 
.e, 2 1 
Fu{q,.) = 
1 
·· · - fl { + + l ) sin l3 A+ ] 
R, 2 R, 
~cp /2 /3 




'3 p 0 U 0 64> -6<p /2 l3 G 11 ( + . ) = Y .1 [ "" "" ( e v + e v ( 13 s i n A+ 

























Equations (45) and (47) permit us to solve equation (32) T v-Ti T -T. for • terms of and V 1 cp R, 1n '14> R, The ratio TV-TR,· T 
-T ranges, depending on fluid V i properties and flow parameters, from zero 
to one. To make the presentation of numerical solutions 
T - T . wieldy, let us proceed with the assumption that Tv-Ti is 
• 
V Z negligible as far as equation (32) is concerned. This hy-
pothesis is di$cussed further in Appendix D. We now have an 






where w = - The sole unused equations are (36) and Cp6 Ts. 
(37). They are made to_ yield to computer computations to 
If we define h the convection heat transfer coefficient 













·. '~.:..:.:.....;. -.:_.·. 





we arrive at • 
• (54) 
To nondimensionalize the heat transfer coefficient, let us \ 
introduce the liquid Stanton Number: 







PJI.UR.Cp cp~Ts •· 
; ' 
' ' The following useful • which be 
are some expressions can 
• easily derived from the foregoing development. 
\ 
The shear stress in the l.iquid region: 
p 1 auf 2 
(56) 
- [F .. (cp)] T 
.. 
- 2 • 
• 
The shear • the • . 
...... 




















2 pvauv 2 
T = 2 [G 11 {4>)] • (57) 
• 
The dimensionless shear stress in the liquid region: 









- a - PyU~ -
-
2 [F"(4>.)] 1 
. 
f = 
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·, 
IV. RESULTS 
l. Tables of Numerical Results 
The following tables are solutions for the system under 
discussion. Each table fixes CP6Ts/hfg as well as the den-
sity ratio. Results for the Stanton Numbers and interfacia1 
friction factors, as well as for some fluid dynamic variables, 
are listed as functions of the velocity ratio. The range of 
the physical parameters was chosen to be useful for a water 
. 
system. They should, however, serve well for a variety of 
fluids. .. 
The computations were performed on a digital computer. 
The numerical method employed is discussed in Appendix C • 
(. . 
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CPAT5 /hfg = .160 
uv/u 1 S f 
1 0.000 o.oo 
2 .035 2,30 
3 ,047 2,73 
.056 2.79 
5 .065 2,75 
6 .073 2. 69 
7 .oa1· . 2,63 
8 .089 2.57 
9 .095 2.s2 
10 .104 2.47 
20 .173 2,19 
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2. Discussion of Solutions 
This work represents the first attempt at an analytical 
modeling of this system. Some of the assumptions made may 
be debatable. Great care should be taken in ascertaining T -T. 
that v 1 is indeed negligible. The assumption that TV-Ti 
Prandtl 1 s old theory of turbulence holds is at best an ap-
• proximation. The boundary condition v(~ 1 ) = 0 is unverified. 
The solutions must be compared to experimental data. No ex-
p e r i me n ta 1 d a ta ob ta i n e d from a ·sys t em s i mi 1 a r to the one 
analyzed could be found in the literature. 
• Many measurements have been published for film condensa-
•. 
tion processes. However, these data have only limited appli-
cability to our system, since film processes should exhibit 
much lower heat transfer rates. This is due to the presence 
of a wall which limits turbulent behavior • 
~ J. H. Linehan (7] found the Stanton Number to be a con-· 
stant (0.00753) in his experiments with condensation on a 
, thin turbulent film flowing past an adiabatic wall. However, 
, his experiments cover only a small range of parameters. When 
his data are compared to our solution, it is found that, 
while our theory predicts higher Stanton Numbers (as it 
, should), it too predicts them to .be roughly constant over the 
limited range of temperatures and velocities studied by 
Linehan •. 
• 









. "'i -· . 
I 
E. K. Levy [6] performed tests on an axially symmetric 
system. His vapor flow was supersonic and his boundary layer 
is bounded by the geometry of his apparatus. His Stanton 
Numbers are again lower than those predicted by this theory. 
Abramovich [l] analyzed a system in which the free vapor 
was stationary, a condition which this model can not approach • 
.• 
While it is not expected that these solutions can be 
closely correlated to experimental data, it is anticipated 
that the trends hold and that this theory will provide an 
order-of-magnitude indication. 
As exhibited in Figures 7 through 9, the Stanton Number 
increas~s linearly with the velocity ratio (for uv/u
1 
> 5), 
increas~s more rapidly with CPATs/hfg' and is nearly inde-
pendent of the density ratio. 
The behavior of the interfacial friction factor is shown 
on Figures 10 through 12. It increases linearly with the 
density ratio, increases faster with CPATs/hfg and follows 
the expected trend with the velocity ratio. That is, at 
• 
uv = u~, the shear stress should be zero and it should soon 
after assume its maximum value since friction factors are 
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FIGURE 5 P1/Pv - 1000.0 -
uv/ui - 25.0 -g 
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an empiri~al constant {0.09) 
constants of integration in equation (17) 
constant in equation (4) 
• · constants of integration in equation (20) 
·constant pre?s,u.re specific heat of the liquid \ ' 
.constant defined by equation (38) 
interfacial friction factor 
a function, defined by equation (3). 
flow function of the liquid 
dF/dcp 
d 2 F/d4> 2 
flow function of the vapor 
convection heat transfer coefficient 
enthalpy of- 1 i quid at ref ere nee temperature To 
enthalpy of liquid 
• 
la.tent heat of condensation 
enthalpy of the vapor 
mixing length 
~· 
condensation rate per unit area 
heat transfer rate per unit area 
, 
a function, defined by equation (7) 
• 
.. 
,\,__ ·stanton Number of liquid 
temperature 
.. 94 .. 
• • 
' .  
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x-component of velocity 
y-component of velocity 
. rectangular coordinates 
.cp - 4>1 I 
4> - "' V 
\ .. · ·,,,_. , . ( 
. , ,,/ 
... 
. ' ._ 
i , . 
' 
~ <P - <P 
. 2 
. l 
dimensionless liquid boundary layer thickness 
dimensionless vapor boundary layer thickness 
TV - TR. 
shear stress acting on fluid 





at the interface 
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. The computations were performed on a digital computer. 
The scheme employed was the Newton-Raphson method for two 
unknowns. That is, given two functions 
• 
F1 (x,y) = 0 
' ' 
then the first order approximation of these functions can be 





\ a F2 
= F I \ + 2 X y · .. ·. pX 
+ 
0 ' 0 \,.J 
\ 









where x0 and y 0 are prior approximations for x and y. Solving 
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; Equations ·cc1) and {C2) are solved simultaneously until 
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Theories exist which permit us to express the 1nterfacia1 
temperature drop in terms of physical parameters. The most [ widely used theory is that of Schrage [12]: 
9. - (Tv-Ti)crPhfg 
• ~ (D1) A - (21rR3)1/2(Tv)5/2 (1 ·o. s 63) a -
( 
Where q/A • the h~at transfer rate unit area due to con-
1S per •• 
densation, p • the !f the system, R the 1S pressure gas con-• 
stant·of.the vapor and a the condensation coefficient. And 
' 
• • X = mhfg 1 (D2) 
(D3) 
with the aid of equation (27) • 
• 
• 
Depending on the fluid properties and the flow parameters • 
. 
-
. ' r-· 
' . ' ,. 




. .... ·- ~ . . 
. . _-- .. -~ 
-
-~ . ' . 
• 
. 
the range of magnitudes of the temperature ratio is 
T -T. 0 < V 1 < l TV-TR, 
' 
' ' 
\ \ , \ 
• I . ~ 
. \ 
~ ,, 
\ :l J . ~, ' 
(D4) 
While some arguments exist concerning the magnit·ude of a. 
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Equation TS/2 to be smallest when---~--
T -T. (53).predicts Tv-T, 
V i 
F(cp;) 
sma 11 {s i nee increases with 1 ncreas i ng t\Ts 
To get a notion concerning the magnitude and variation 
of the temperature ratio, consider the following example: 




T -T. :• V 1 
•• ··: Tv-T.e, 
t 
I 
uv = 300 ft/sec 
ut • 15 ft/sec 






_ 0.09 * 0.477{672) 5' 2 (6.28) 1' 2 cas.a} 3' 26o * 15 * 0.15 
- 97 * 14.7 * 970.3 * 144 * 778 * (32.17) 172 
• 
= 0.15 
Thi.s value represents roughly an upper bound to the assump-Tv-Ti . tion that T -T ,s negligible in equation (32). V 1 
So we expect the assumption to hold when Pis larger 
and/or 6T5 smaller. -
·--
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Consider some more exa~ples,·a11 of them for water and: 
uv = 300 ft/sec 
u = 15 ft/sec R, 
Case 2) 
.. 
T. = 300°F V 
Ti= 209°F 
Case 3) 
T1 = 8l°F . 
' 
T -T . 
V l = 0.0495 TV-TR, 
e: 
T -T. 
V 1 = 0. 24 TV-TR, 
,. 
.. 
It follow$ that values read from our tables apply for 
high pressures and moderate 6T5 • At high 6T5 and low pres-
sures recalculation of equations (32), (36) and (37) is re-
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This thesis has so far only treated the case uv > u
1
• 
' However, by rotating they axis as indicated above, the solu-
tion can be easily extended to the case uv < u
1
• It can be 
shown that all equations up to (61), with the exceptions of 
equations (26), (27), (28), (54) and (55), hold. 
The excepted equations will here be given in their re-
vised form so as to apply for the case under discussion. 
• 
· · mx = -
• 
' 
• ,__ ..I 
,. 
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ahfgF(cp 1 ) 
CptiT5 (55a) ' 
• 
Furthermore, equations {62) and (03) are changed by multi-
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